
NEED TO KNOW

Taking a bow at IFA last year in Berlin, 
RHA has managed to successfully get 
us excited about in-ears all over again 
with the T10i.  

There’s a bunch of unique hardware 
elements that come together to make 
these in-ears truly special. They feature a 
handmade dynamic driver that has been 
engineered to “reproduce all genres of 
music with high levels of accuracy and 
detail.” RHA has also employed a 
custom-tuning filter system (pictured 
above), which allows for adjusting 
frequency, bass and treble.

A custom made, stainless-steel 
housing plays host to each driver. The 
housings are subjected to extreme levels 
of heat to make sure they are optimum 
shape and density for comfort and 
durability. A 1.35m oxygen-free copper 
cable with three-button remote and mic 
is included, as are mouldable over-ear 
hooks. While some of that may sound 
like marketing spiel, we assure you that 
from the moment you pick these up, 
they feel like a premium product. Every 
single aspect of these in-ears ooze 
quality and on build alone, they could 
pass as in-ears that cost twice as much.   

We went with the ‘reference’ tuning 
filters that are present by default, and 

plugged them in for a listen. After some 
careful adjustment, they fit snug and 
isolate you from all background noise. 
We fire them up with a couple tracks 
from Ludaversal and are instantly 
impressed with balance of both treble 
and bass. Mids and highs exhibit dollops  
of detail as do the lows. Tight and 
punchy, they round off the sound 
without ever feeling overpowering. 

The T10is are a supreme example of 
trickle-down tech and more than live up 
to their asking price. Available  now 
through headphonezone.in

RHA T10i 
₨14,999

CONSIDER IF
You need noise-isolating 
in-ears that are built 
tough and look stylish

YOU’LL NEED
A good source to extract 
their maximum potential 
in terms of sound quality

MAKE SURE
You try different tuning 
filters to see which pair 
suits your taste best.

AVOID 
Low-res files or you’ll 
always been disappointed 
with the results. 

HIGHLIGHT
The materials used make 
this pair look and feel 
really special

Rating
FOR Premium build, bundled tuning filters, 
detailed sound, tight bass

AGAINST Ear hooks can get fiddly

VERDICT A fine pair of in-ears that are almost 
the perfect package. Quality sound combined 
with top-notch hardware. 

TECH SPECS
Driver Dynamic  Frequency range 16-
22000Hz Weight 41g Cable length 1.35m, 
Connections 3.5mm, gold plated 

The T10is are a supreme example of
trickle-down tech and more than live 
up to their asking price

INDIA’S HOTTEST KIT REVIEWED OFF THE SHELF

Hold the device, and you’re
immediately welcomed by the
feel of a ballistic nylon back.
It’s soft,durable and stylish

NEED TO KNOW

Meet the most powerful smartphone in 
the world as of 2014. A tag that has now 
been transferred to newer flagship 
rivals from Samsung and HTC more 
recently. Nonetheless, on arrival to our 
shores, the Turbo was still the most 
powerful smartphone in the country.  
Better known as the Droid Turbo in 
international markets, it’s reached us 
christened more simply, the Moto Turbo. 

Coming from a brand that’s got dynamite 
contenders in each price category (we’re 
looking at you Moto E, G and X), we’ve 
been particularly excited about this 
spec-beast. 

One look at its resume and you’re 
bound to be impressed - 5.2in QHD 
screen (565ppi), Snapdragon 805 
processor, 3GB RAM, 64GB ROM, 
3900mAh battery, 21MP cam with 4K 
recording and dual LEDs, Android 
Lollipop out of the box - the kind of stuff 
that can leave you breathless, literally. 
Hold the device, and you’re immediately 

welcomed by the feel of a ballistic nylon 
back. Soft, durable and stylish, it’s 
another win for Motorola’s habit of 
experimenting with materials. We wake 
up its screen with some limited QHD 
content and are mesmerised by the 
saturation, detail and inky blacks. Every 
task it performs seems silky smooth 
courtesy all the grunt in its guts. 

Save for the occasional heat, the Turbo 
is an all-rounder that can make flagship 
rivals tremble at this price point. 

Motorola Turbo
₨41,999

CONSIDER IF
You need a flagship 
smartphone that looks 
smart and never stutters

YOU’LL NEED
To invest in a better pair 
of earphones. The 
bundled ones are a bit of  
a disappointment  

MAKE SURE
You setup Moto’s bundled 
software to extract 
maximum peformance

AVOID 
Nothing of note 

HIGHLIGHT
A package that’s 
impressive both inside 
and out. For the price, you 
can’t do much better 

Rating
FOR Ballistic nylon back, comfortable size, 
screen, power-packed, battery life, price

AGAINST Gets considerably hot occasionally, 
camera could be better

VERDICT A worthy successor to the Moto X, 
the Turbo is a spec-monster that’s a great mix 
of brain and brawn.  

TECH SPECS
OS Android Lollipop Chipset Qualcomm 
Snapdragon 805 RAM 3GB  ROM 64  
Camera 21MP (back), 2MP (front)
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